
the first vision stained glass 84 x 60 1913 courtesy museum of
church history and art the artist has included spring flowers and even
josephs hat to show that this was a real boy inin a specific location in
the midst of a historical event being visited by real embodied beings
the context of light is dramatically expressed through rays and clouds
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when the savior shall appear we shall see him as he is we shall see
that he is a man like ourselves the father has a body of flesh and
bones as tangible as mans the son also but the holy ghost has not a
body of flesh and bones but is a personage of spirit dacd&c 1301 221

so joseph smith definitively declared on april 2 18431845 the doc-
trine that god the father and god the son are embodied persons
humanlike in form has rich implications for both philosophical
anthropology and theology 2 and it is one of the most distinctive
teachings of the restoration while believers find the doctrine
elevating and inspiring critics have challenged it as being non
christian and philosophically incoherent I1 believe the critics are
mistaken on both counts

section 130 is a composite of instructions given by joseph smith on sun-
day april 2 1843 in ramus illinois the first seventeen verses were given after
the prophet heard orson hyde preach in the morning meeting robert J wood-
ford the7 be historical development of the doctrine and covenants 3 vols ph D
diss brigham young university 1974 31710 in the morning sermon orson
had said it is our privilege to have the father and son dwelling in our hearts
apparently joseph wanted to make sure that orsonsoarsons statement would not be
misunderstood he thus distinguished the latter day saint understanding of god
which held god to be embodied in humanlike form and hence unable to dwell lit-
erally in ones heart dacd&c 1303 from the god of the classical creeds who
being immaterial could dwell anywhere and everywhere joseph smith jr his-
tory of the church ofjesusof fesusjesus christ of latter day saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed
rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1964 5323245323 24

2foriforor instance belief in an embodied god is interconnected in mormon
thought with many of its most paradigmatic ideas including such basic LDSIDSins
teachings as the divine nature and destiny of human beings as gods children the
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in this paper I1 trace the restoration of the doctrine of divine
embodiment showing that the doctrine was clearly articulated
from the beginning of the restoration then I1 argue that the earli-
est christians widely believed that god is embodied 3 and finally I1

examine major philosophical objections to the idea of god having
a body of any kind showing them to be uncompelling 41

throughout this discussion it is important to keep certain
usages in mind in the western theistic tradition spirit is primarily
equated with immateriality As I1 show in this paper however in allanaliail
LDS discourse as well as in early judaic and christian sources
spirits are not understood to be immaterial but rather to be com-
posed of refined matter 5 and thus they are bodies see ether 316
accordingly I1 use the term corporeal to mean having a body of
any kind including those comprised of spirit matter as wellwenweliweil as
flesh and bone likewise I1 use the term embodied to mean having
any sort of body whether spirit mortal or exalted conversely I1

use the terms incorporeal immaterial and unembodied to sig-
nify being without a body of any kind although the term anthro-
pomorphismpomorphism is often used to refer to any ascription of humanlike
characteristics to god for example passions I1 use it primarily in
reference to god having a body humanlike in form

purpose of mortal life the eternal worth of the body and the physical resurrec-
tion within christian theology generally the LDS doctrine also makes possible a
coherent understanding of the incarnation the affirmation that god the son was
numerically identical with jesus of nazareth christian theologians have often
subscribed to an idea of god as transcendent in every way having no properties
in common with man god is qualitatively different from man in the extreme
there is no greater divide in the ontology of the bible than that between creator
and creature this idea has led many such theologians to reject the incarnation
as being a logical and metaphysical impossibility thomas V morris the logic of
god incarnate ithaca NY cornellcomen university press 1986 18 19

optionsortionsortionslons of this part of this article were previously published as early
christian beliefs in a corporeal deity origen and augustine as reluctant wit-
nesses harvard theological review 83 1990 105 16 and as reply to kim
paffenrothsPaffenroths comment harvard theological review 86 1993 235 39
reprinted by permission

muchuch of the material in this part was previously published as must god be
incorporeal faith and philosophy 6 1989 76 87 reprinted by permission

joseph fielding smith comp teachings of the prophet joseph smith
salt lake city deseret book 1972 207 301 2 hereafter cited as TPJS see

also dac 9333


